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Erin Chase is a mother of 4, a former teacher, and today is an online business rock star 
at 5dollardinners.com and several other sites. 

How 5 Dollar Dinners Started 

Erin started 5DollarDinners in the summer of 2008. At the time Erin was looking to make 
some cuts in her grocery budget and ended up slashing her bill by 50%. Excited about 
this, she decided to share exactly how she had done this on her family blog. With her 
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family not overly interested, Erin decided to start her own blog dedicated solely to the 
topic of budget friendly family meals, and 5DollarDinners.com was born. 

The timing couldn’t have been better when Erin started her blog. It was around the start 
of the recession and cutting food bills was high on a lot of people’s list of priorities. Erin 
didn’t expect her blog to take off so quickly, adding herself that is was, “very shocking to 
me that it just took off the way it did.” 

She started off by just sharing what she was cooking her family for dinner. The price 
breakdown of all the groceries, what coupons she had used, and the meal plans going 
forward. 

Traffic started to increase to her site, and there are two tactics Erin credits with helping 
the growth of 5DollarDinners: 

Link-up parties – Popular at the time she started her blog, link-up parties were other 
sites hosting links to other blogs. Erin would post her meal plans and blog posts on 
these sites to drive traffic. 

Connecting with other bloggers – Being an extrovert and enjoying talking with other 
likeminded people Erin formed a lot of relationships with other bloggers. This led to 
guest posts, sharing each other’s blog posts, and forming a community within her niche. 
So much so that Erin added, “I’m still very close with people I connected with 8 years 
ago.” 

We didn’t cover it during the show, but Erin also did a lot of PR and media during this 
time. Her site and expertise combined a universal need (to eat) and a compelling 
“almost too good to be true” angle. 

Going from Side Hustle to Full-Time Business 

Erin posted recipes and meal plans for years, and due what she calls quality content, 
great recipes, and a concept that people were interested in, the traffic kept climbing. 
Within the first month, 5DollarDinners was seeing 1k visits a day, this soon became half 
a million a month “pretty quickly,” and then grew to over 2 million visits a month. 

With these traffic numbers Erin was monetizing with ad networks and affiliate 
relationships and her blog was bringing in a full-time income and quickly became a full-
time job. With the decline in Facebook traffic over recent years her traffic has dropped 
“significantly,” but an increase in Pinterest traffic has helped pick some back up. 

Transitioning from Ad Networks to Selling Directly to Your Audience 

In December 2013, Erin published a blog post with a printable PDF file attached. This 
PDF was a series of meal plans and the shopping list to make all the meals. Erin had 
recently started shopping more at Costco and was figuring out ways to buy ingredients 
and use them all in a series of meals within a set budget. 



The blog post was called 20 Meals for $150 Using Ingredients from Costco, and 
something special happened. Within a week the post had been shared over 100k times 
on Facebook! 

This post actually sounds familiar to me, and I think I remember seeing it come across 
my Facebook feed. And I wouldn’t meet Erin, the person behind it, for another 16 
months. 

In January of 2014, the post suddenly picked up viral momentum again and Erin saw 
over 1 million page views in a 3 day period. As much as every blogger would love to see 
this kind of traffic, it came with a price. Her hosting package was set by traffic numbers, 
and this huge spike of traffic meant she had to pay around $2k extra to her host. 

This inspired Erin to change the free PDF download to $2 per download. She more than 
covered the hosting costs in a short time period. She also replicated this with a second 
post in February, and a third post shortly after. Her marketing efforts included promoting 
the posts on Facebook and using her growing email list. It was exciting that people were 
willing to pay directly for something she created. At the time, she used the $5/month e-
junkie software to set up the payment processing. 

For her 4th set of recipes and meal plans, Erin did something a little different. She made 
the PDF available at $2.49 but also recorded herself making all the meals and offered 
the video package at $5. Erin recorded the videos to not only give another price-point 
option but to add trust and proof that the meal plans were possible as advertised. 

Over the next two years, Erin released 12 different blog posts with meal plans and 
recipes before moving to a recurring membership model. 

Transitioning from Individual Downloads to a Reoccurring Membership Model 

Erin loves communicating with her audience and taking on feedback through surveys 
and communities. Some consistent feedback she was getting was people saying, “I love 
half of the recipes in your recipe set, but my family are not going to eat these 3 or 4”. 

This gave her the idea of changing to a monthly subscription model so people could 
choose which recipes and meal plans they used from all of her content. She also 
launched The 5 Dollar Meal Plan, which is a separate subscription model. Unlike the 
other list that gives you plans for freezer meals for a set price, the 5 Dollar Meal Plan is 
a set of weekly meals that cost $5 or less and costs $5 a month. 

Turning Readers into Subscribers 

Erin has a few different methods to convert readers into paying subscribers: 

 Internal ads – She has found success with sidebar ads on her site advertising 
the 5 Dollar Meal Plan. 

https://www.5dollardinners.com/20-meals-plan-1/
http://5dollarmealplan.com/


 Promoting on posts – Erin adds badges or banners to her highest traffic blog 
posts directing readers to her subscriptions. 

 Mailing list – She sometimes adds links in her newsletters, especially if she is 
running promotions that are relevant to the subscriptions. 

 Facebook ads – Erin didn’t have the numbers but said Facebook ads “convert 
fairly well.” She offers a 14-day free trial and collects emails through the ads. 

Erin says there are currently around 3k active members for the 5 Dollar Meal Plan, and 
around 45-50k people have tried it. She uses MemberMouse to handle the membership 
wall, and MailChimp for her email list. 

It’s a pretty nice business model because the incremental cost of adding another 
subscriber is almost nothing. She’s already creating the meal plans and sending them 
out digitally. To add one extra email is practically pure profit. 

Increasing Conversions 

Erin has tried a month long free trial but found it wasn’t converting well and switched to 
the 14-day trial. This adds some extra urgency and increased conversions. The biggest 
challenge has always been getting people to actually try out the meal plans as 
people generally have meal habits that are hard to change. 

To tackle this problem Erin recorded a series of videos that are released during the free 
trial to teach the viewers how to use the information she is providing, why they should 
do it, and how it’s going to save them money. She has found this human interaction and 
addressing the pain points in person has really helped conversions too. 

She has also tried “refer a friend” incentives, but found that it just didn’t take off with her 
audience. She has had more success with an affiliate program however. Erin says it’s 
all about “finding the affiliate with the right audience.”  

Finding a Balance of Free and Paid Content 

With two paid subscription models proving so popular you can understand pulling back 
on the blogging a little, but this is not an option for Erin as she said, “you have to keep 
producing quality free content.” It’s important to keep up relationships with your 
audience, be active in communities, and relevant to keep producing new articles. 

Erin summed this up with a nice statement, “that is what helps get me up to the office 
every day; I want to help someone.”  

I asked Erin how she decides what content to publish for free on her blog, and what 
content she keeps for members, she summed it up by saying: 

 You teach people WHAT to do at the free level. 

https://membermouse.com/
https://mailchimp.com/


 Behind the pay wall you show people HOW to do it. 

There is a dividing line, separate your content between the, what to do, and how to do it. 

Erin’s #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation: 

“Keep producing great content.” 

More Info: 

 http://www.sidehustlenation.com/erin 
 http://www.5dollardinners.com 
 http://5dollarmealplan.com 

 
Until next time! 

-Nick 
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